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First CERTIFIED 
Passive House 
in a LANDMARK DISTRICT  
Brooklyn, New York
This project was Baxt Ingui’s second Passive 
House, one of the earliest Passive Houses 
submitted to the Landmarks Preservation 

Products

Windows & Doors  
Zola 

Air/Moisture Control 
Pro Clima from 475

Insulation  
Rockwool
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Commission, and eventually the first Certified Passive House in a historic 
district. During this renovation the firm developed a repeatable template for 
the Passive House process that involved open communication among the in-
house team, the general contractor, engineers, consultants, and Passive House 
certifiers. This communication, along with weekly on-site meetings, helped to 
create details that were more efficient and more effective 
every step of the way. Baxt Ingui continues to hone this 
successful practice. 

To address Landmarks’ concerns, the firm worked 
collaboratively with a number of preservationists as 
well as other general contractors who were concurrently 
working on the firm’s projects. The renovation included 
digging out the cellar to accommodate a small-scale 
basketball court—a rear addition that had to work 
with the neighbor’s angled wall to meet Landmarks’ 
requirements—and a 
rooftop addition that 
walks out onto a large 
roof deck. While most 
of the exterior detail 
at the front façade 
was still intact at the 
start of the project, the 
interior historic detail 
had been previously 
removed. With this 
blank slate, Baxt Ingui 
was able to design an 
open and contemporary 
layout that expanded 
and maximized the 
square footage. 

Passive House Metrics
Specific space heating demand  6.9 kBtu/ft2/yr 22 kWh/m2/yr
Specific space cooling demand  3.8 kBtu/ft2/yr 12 kWh/m2/yr
Source energy use intensity (EUI)  37.4 kBtu/ft2/yr 118 kWh/m2/yr
Air changes per hour  0.7 ACH50

Teresa Peterson



Brooklyn Heights  
Passive  
TOWNHOUSE  
Brooklyn, New York
By applying Passive House principles to this 
Landmark District townhouse renovation, Baxt Ingui 
was able to greatly reduce the size and complexity 
of the mechanical system—and the space ordinarily 
devoted to it throughout the house. The resulting 
design freed up the interior spaces, including a double-height dining space 
that connected the kitchen to the living room on the floor above without any 
interruptions or soffits. The use of a single condensing unit for the entire six-story 
home plus roof bulkhead allowed for a fantastic outdoor patio on the roof, rather 
than the large, high-tonnage units that would otherwise have been required. 
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The Landmarks 
Preservation Commission 
was adamant about 
retaining the character of 
the historic bay window 
at the rear wall, which is 
visible from the street. 
To do this, the insulation 
around the columns had 
to be minimized. This 
reduction in insulation 
was offset with an ultratight air seal and a continuous wrapping of rigid insulation 
around the steel frame to prevent thermal bridging. These careful details made the 
restoration of the bay possible, while providing for a beautiful view and access to 
the rear yard. 

This project was an enthusiastic collaboration not just on the Passive House 
objective, but also on the interior design and finishes, with Pat Starr Interior Design. 
Traditional touches like full-height wall paneling on the parlor floor and carefully 
selected textured furnishings balance out the contemporary, custom-designed Bocci 
pendant chandelier that is suspended two stories over the dining table. 

Passive House Metrics
Specific space heating demand  6 kBtu/ft2/yr 18.9 kWh/m2/yr
Specific space cooling demand  3.7 kBtu/ft2/yr 11.5 kWh/m2/yr
Source energy use intensity (EUI)  32.5 kBtu/ft2/yr 103 kWh/m2/yr
Air changes per hour  0.5 ACH50
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Brooklyn Heights  
HISTORIC DISTRICT 
Passive  
TOWNHOUSE 
Brooklyn, New York
As a developer home in a New York City 
Landmark District, this townhouse project 
brought some unique challenges to Baxt Ingui. 
The client chose to pursue Passive House for this single-family brownstone, 
knowing that this approach provides a better-built product with tangible 
benefits. Baxt Ingui Architects worked closely with the New York City 
Landmarks Preservation Commission to retain the exterior’s historical context 
while creating a more modern interior. The completed project includes a six-
story open stair, six bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms, a wine room, movie 
room, and dance studio, and a roof deck with an outdoor wet bar. 

On the rear façade, enlarged masonry openings and exterior pocket 
doors help to bring in light and a sense of indoor-to-outdoor living to the 
garden and parlor floors. Restoration of the front façade was a collaboration 
between Baxt Ingui and local craftsmen to research and reinstall the original 
brownstone stoop, entryway framing, and window heads and sills. The 
interior finishes—a collaboration between Baxt Ingui and Gerard Beekman—
were inspired by the original details, yet delivered a clean and updated look.
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Products

Windows & Doors  
Zola

Air/Moisture Control 
Pro Clima from 475

Ventilation 
Zehnder America
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Passive House Metrics
Specific space heating demand  5 kBtu/ft2/yr 15.8 kWh/m2/yr
Specific space cooling demand  4.5 kBtu/ft2/yr 14.2 kWh/m2/yr
Source energy use intensity (EUI)  29 kBtu/ft2/yr 91.4 kWh/m2/yr
Air changes per hour  0.6 ACH50
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